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1051023- SIBIRIA
Full details / English
Current Status
180 Expected expiration date of the registration/renewal
29.01.2030
151 Date of the registration
29.01.2010
270 Language of the application
English
732 Name and address of the holder of the registration
OOO "BARNAULKHIMPROM"
Traktoviy Proezd, 9,
Barnaul
RU-656016 Altai Territory (RU)
812 Contracting State or Contracting Organization in the territory of which the holder has a real and effective industrial
or commercial establishment
RU
750 Address for correspondence
NINA DAVIDENKO
Suite 19, 171 Prospekt Mira
RU-129226 Moscow (RU)
540 Mark

531 International Classification of the Figurative Elements of Marks (Vienna Classification) - VCL(6)
28.05.00
571 Description of the mark
The claimed verbal designation represents a word in the Russian language that is transliterated as "SIBIRIA" and
the Latin version of the same word "SIBIRIA".
561 Transliteration of the mark
SIBIRIA.
566 Translation of the mark or of words contained in the mark
Siberia.
511 International Classification of Goods and Services for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks (Nice
Classification) - NCL(9)
01 Chemicals used in industry, science and photography, as well as in agriculture, horticulture and forestry;
unprocessed artificial resins, unprocessed plastics; manures; fire extinguishing compositions; tempering and
soldering preparations; chemical substances for preserving foodstuffs; tanning substances; adhesives used in
industry.
02 Paints, varnishes, lacquers; preservatives against rust and against deterioration of wood; colorants; mordants;
raw natural resins; metals in foil and powder form for painters, decorators, printers and artists.
04 Industrial oils and greases; lubricants; dust absorbing, wetting and binding compositions; fuels (including
motor spirit) and illuminants; candles and wicks for lighting.
822 Basic registration
RU, 16.05.2007, 326459
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832 Designation(s) under the Madrid Protocol
GE
834 Designation(s) under the Madrid Protocol by virtue of Article 9sexies
AZ - BG - IR - LV - MD - RO - TJ - UA

Transaction History
expand none
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